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A characterization theorem is given for 3-dimensional convex polytopes Q having the 
following property: There exists a polytope P. isomorphic to 0. all edges of which can be cut by a 
pair of ptanc ; that miss all its vertices. The result yields an affirmative solution of a conjectze of 
B. Griinbaum. 
1. Introduction 
This paper deals with certain cIasses of convex polyhedra (that is, 3-poiytopes). 
These polytopes are related to stack polytopes. For properties of stack polytopes 
see [l, 4, 61. For standard notation and terminology see 12, 51. 
A convex polyhedron P is an .Q# yc~Zyhe&~n if it is possible to intersect all edges 
of P by a pair of planes that miss all the vertices of B. 
A convex polyhedron is a Wdpolyttedron if it is isomorphic to an & polyhedron. 
A convex polyhedron P . is an tzlfuwabfe polyhedron if there is a sequence 
P a2.. . , P,, of polyhedra and a sequence co,. . . , c, of edges such that: 
(i) PO is a simplex and P,, = P. 
(ii) For 0 G i G n, cd C Pi and the tw’b faces of Pi incident EO c, are triangles. 
(iii) For OGiifi-- 1, Pi+1 is obtained from Pi by adjoining the pyramid 
conv((p} U F) to P,, where F is one aqf the facets of Pi that is incident to c, and the 
point p is chosen so that it satisfies one of the two conditions: 
(I) p is beyond F and beneath atl th: other facets of pi. 
(II) p is beyond F, p is incident to the plane of the other facet of P which is 
incident to c, and p is beneath air the other facets of f’,. 
(iv) For 0 d i s n - 1, c,,, is the edge of P,+, which is not an edge of P, aad which 
does not nleet ci. 
The edge C, is called the marked e&e of Pi. The main result presented here is: 
Theorem I.1 and the fact that an allowable polyhedron is not isomorphic to a 
centrally symmetric polyhedron imply the following result which establishes the 
truth of a conjecture of Griinbaum (see 131). 
Theorem 1.2. A centrdy symmetric polyhedron i:: not ct W& potyhednwz. 
‘Phe next section contains preliminary observaMns and the statement of two 
lemmas. Proofs of the two lemmas are presented in Section 2 and a proof of 
Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 3. 
We remark that it ‘would possibly be of interest to generalize Theorem 1 .l to 
%&er dimensional polytcrpr;s and to the case of a larger number of planes. 
Jt also seems worthwhile to obtain an analogue of Theorem I .1 for tessalations of 
the 2-sphere (see [3]). 
Two planes L: and LZ satisfy condition d(P) if 
(i) they intersect all edges of the polyhedron P, 
(ii) they miss all the vertices of P, 
(iii) L, ft L2 0 int P# 8, and 
(iv) L, n Lz misses all the edges of f. 
The foilowing observations ~‘itt be used: 
(1% if two plan es J, t. Lz intersect al7 edges of a planar convex polvgon C and miss . 
all its verifces, then 
(I) c is a triangle or a quadrangle. 
(II) If C is a triangle then one of its edges is intersected by L1 and La, another 
edge is intersected by Lt but not by Lz and the third edge is intersected by 
L,? and not blf Cl. The edge that is intersected b,y Lf and by t2 will be called 
the strong e&e of c7. 
(II!) If C is a quadrangle and LI E Lz intersects C then L1 intersects a pair of 
opposite edges of C and misses the other pair, while Lz intersects the pair 
that is missed by Lt and misses the pair thst is intersected by L,. 
{2) if P is an & polyhedron then there exist; a +;r of planes that satisfy &d(P) 
(see [3]). 
(3) If L I and Lz are two planes that satisfy d(P) then each facet of P meets both 
I,, and L,. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on two lemmas. 
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P which intersects L l n l.2. Let c be the strong edge of Fr and let F2 be the second fmet 
of P that is incident t(= c. Then 
(i) F2 is iz triangle which does not intersect L, r) L,. 
(ii) One of the u&ces of c is 3-valent. 
<iii) If the third facet of P that is incident to a 3-valmt uertex of c intersects I., 1 n L2, 
then $ is II simplex. 
3. Proof of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Suppose that L1 f7 Lz intersects F. 
Let V,, V3 and V:, V4 be the two pairs of opposite vertices of F. Let G, (1 =Z i s 3) 
be the facet of P that is incident to the edge V,V, +L ( Vs = V,) and let G,, = F. For 
0 =Z i G 4 let G: be the closed half-space determined by Gi which contains P. WC 
may assume, without loss of generahty (using a projective transformation if 
necessary) that P’ = nf,,, G, is bounded. 
Let Hi (0 s i s 4) be the five facets of P’ such that H, contains G,. We clearly 
have Ho = G,, = F. We Iet W’ be the second facet of P’ that intersects I,, n L, and 
we assume, without loss of generality, that H’ = I&. 
Let 9 be a Schlegel diagram of P on F relative to a point beyond F on L, n L,. 
Let I,, I, be the lines and d the point corresponding to L !, I_ and L, f~ i. L, 
respectively. Let 1; and I; be the two half lines of I, drtertnin;d by d. Let 
&, & G3, e4, be the images of HI, G=, G, and G, rcspectivcly (see Fig. 1). Clearly 
d is contained in r7‘,. G, intersects P, either at 1; or at I; ; without toss of generality 
we shall assume the forr, r as in Fig. 1. In this case, due to its convexity, C?, cannot 
intersect 12. This contraarction shows that L, n 1.: camlot intersect F and hence t.he 
proof of Lemma 2.1 is complete. 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
Praof of Lemmas 2,2. Let VI, VI, Vs be the vertices of FI such that V, ‘r/3 = r and 
tha& V$tfd inters&s L2. Lefs G3 and G4 be the facets of 9 such that VJ V,, = G 7 13 Fi 
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andV~Vl’G,flF,.Let~b. c a S hl c egel diagram of P relative to FI and relative to 
a point beyond F, on Lo Tr Lt. Let ej, &.F2, I,, 1, and d be the images of 
G3, c;T4, &, L,, L2 and f., fl Lz respectively in 9. Let I; be the half line of ir 
determined by d, which intersects V, ‘l/J and let 1: be the other half line. 
Suppose that & intersects L, n L2. Then d is included in & (see Fig. 2). Since l% 
intersects II and ,xurnot intersect I,, it intersects f ;‘. Because G, is convex it cannot 
intersect Jz, a con,tradiction. It remains to show that f;; cannot be a quadrangle. This 
follows from tite fact that it has an edge c, which intersects both 1, tnd f2. This 
proves (i). 
Let Vz be the third vertex of F2. V2 and V4 are in opposite quadrants determined 
by I, and &, since otherwise one of the edges of F2 would not intersect I.,, 0 Lz (see 
Fig. 3). 
Suppose that no vertex of c is 3-valent. Let G, and G, be the two facets of p such 
that G, 17 F2 = V, Vz and Gz n F2 = VJz. We now proceed as in the proof of 
Lemma 21 and obtain a polyhedron P’ with 4 facets Hi ( - 1.6 i G 4) such that 
H I== Fz, H,, = F1 and G, is included in Hi for t s i =Z 4. 
Fig. 3. 
Since F2 does not intersect Lt n tzr one of the facets k&, 1 s i Q 4, intersects 
L, n Lz and this leads to a contradiction as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. ‘Thus (ii) is 
proved. 
Turning to the proof of (iii), we see that by Lemma 2.1, F3 is a triangle. 
Assume, without loss of generality, that the vertices of F3 are VI, Vz and V4 (see 
Fig. 3). Therefore V2 V, is an edge of P and tke closed circuit V&V4 does not 
contain d. It follows that conv{ V2, V3, V,) is a facet of P. For, otherwise one of the 
facets of P that intersects the circuit V2V,V4 it) QFI edge would not intersect bath L1 
and L,. Thus the only facets of r are four trirrngks. hence P is a simplex. This 
~~mpletr,s the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
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i 4. Proof of Theorem 1 .I 
$. 
L 
*‘: 
+*. 
3 * 6, We have to prove that (1) if P an 98 polyhedron then P is an allowable 
f polyhedron and that (2) if P is an allowable polyhedron then P is a *W.ti 
b polyhedron. 
y Pmof of (1). The proof is by induction on the number of vertices of P. Clearly a 
i simplex is an allowable polyhedron‘ If P is nat a simplex we delete a vertex of 
: P = Pm+, to obtain a polyhedron P, such that P, &I is obtained from P, as in the 
’ construction of an allowable polyhedron. 
Suppose that LI and L2 satisfy sP(P) and let FI, c and F, by as in Lemma 2.2. Let 
A, B and E be the vertices of F, such that c = AB and A is a 3-valent vertex of c. 
Let F1 be the ._hird facet of P such that A = F, f7 F2 17 F3. and let C denote the third 
vertex of F3. F3 does not meet L, f7 L=, for, otherwise by Lemma 2.2, P is a simplex. 
The situation is as in Fig. 4, whioh shows a Schlegel diagram of P relative to F, and 
relative to a suitable point on L, n &. 
Fig. 4. Fig. 5. 
Defi$ the marked edge of f,, +, to be c = AB, the strong edge of F,. P, is 
: obtained from f, ,I by deleting the vertex A. 
Since A is 3-valent, PII,, is obtained from P,, by adding the pyramid AECB on the 
facet ECB of P,,. 
Lt and L2 satisfy ,sA(P, ). For, if F3 is a triangle, all edges of P, ire edges of f, + 1; 
: otherwise, Pm includes exactly one edge, namely EC, which is not an edge of P,. I. 
: Furthermore EC is intersected by Lrt. and by L?. 
i Since in the pyramid AECB, F2 and F, do not meet L, 17 L2, the facet ECB of R 
meets L, f~ t,. The second facet of P,, that is incident to EC, is also a triangle by 
2 Lemma 2.2. Thus P “+[ is obtained from P,, as in the construction of an allowable 
polyhedron. By induction Pfl is an allowable polyhedron. This proves (1). 
Proof of (2). Suppose that P’ is an allowable polyhedron, that Ph, Pl, . . . , PC, is the 
sequence of polyhedra that defines P’ and that c: is the marked edge of Pi. Let F;, 
be the facet of Pi on which we add a pyramid to obtain PI,, and let F& be the 
:;econd facet of P: incident to c:. 
An allowable LE4 polyhedron P wilt be constructed such that P is isomorphic to P’ 
and such that each polyhedron f, in the sequence PO,. . . , f, is isomorphic to f :, 
The images af c :, iFi, and F& being ci, F1$ and 3;‘2, respectiveIy. 
We start with a simplex PO and a pair of planes 1+ 1*2 that satisfy d(P). Let 
cO. FI,,, &, be a strong edge of ft, and the two facets incident to it. 
Suppose that we have constructed f, in such a way that L1 and L, satisfy d(P), f, 
is isomorphic to Pi and ci, F,,, Fzi are carrieri to c{, FI,, Fi, respectively. Further, 
suppose that c, = FI, n Ft, is a strong edge of f, and F,, meets, but F,& misses 
L1 n L (see Fig. 5). 
We now add the pyramid conv({p) U F,,) to f, to obtain fr+l. The point p is 
chosen in the interior of the quadrant of LI and Lz which is opposite to the one 
containing A. The choice is made in such a way that if AB, (j = 1 or 2) is the edge of 
f, that is incident to the facet Flit I of f,+ I then F II tl intersects tr f’? Lz. The two 
possiblilities are shown in Fig. 6 and in Fig. 7. Let c,+~ be the edge Ap which is a 
strong edge of K 1. Arco !et FI,.l be the facet AB,p and F2,+, be the second facet of 
f- + t that is incident to c, + I, It is easy to verify that pi+1 is an .saf polyhedron. 
Fig. 6. 
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